Changing LIVES
On April 10, 2012, Graham Mackenzie and his mom were featured in an article
in the Globe and Mail entitled, “For those with intellectual disabilities, a
decades-long wait for a home and care”
We recently sat down with Susan, who shared with us her story and told us
what an initiative like LIGHTS means to her family.
Graham is 30 years old and was born with an intellectual disability and physical
challenges as a result of unique brain chemistry. I was told that he might live
only a few years but to take him home and raise him like my other two
children. Graham defied everyone's expectations except his dad's and mine. He
learned to walk, talk, run, downhill ski, and graduated from Humber College in
a program designed for individuals like him. He has a wide circle of friends
because he is outgoing and very personable.
In 2006, Graham’s life changed. He had two strokes. We were warned it might
happen but there was nothing we could do. Now, Graham needs much more
help with everything - from getting up in the morning to going to bed at night and lots in between. Graham is very
busy! Along with his ever-present helper, he uses WheelTrans to participate in the activities he enjoys so much
like dances, movies and concerts with his friends.
Graham wants to have a home of his own in the community with a roommate and the supports he needs to live a
safe and meaningful life. Graham's dad died of cancer not knowing what Graham’s future would hold. I want to
know that after I am gone, Graham will continue to have a fulfilling and independent life. I am Graham's main
caregiver. I provide 70% of his care (117 hours a week, 6084 hours a year). We get 54 hours of help a week (2,808
hours a year) and I have a full time job. I will not be able to provide this level of care forever. My nightmare is
what will happen to Graham if something happens to me?
Graham wants to have a choice about where and how he will live. The provincial government has an individualized
residential program that is the perfect solution for our needs. However, many families are waiting to receive
funding from this program and have no idea when funding will become available. And if it does, how can we be
ready? This situation leaves a huge gap between our dream and our reality.
LIGHTS helps to fill this gap for families. It gives us an opportunity to build a partnership with another family
whose son or daughter is a good match for Graham and to test out how that partnership will work. LIGHTS helps
families navigate the muddy waters of putting this kind of plan together and will even help with some funding, if
needed. LIGHTS is a great solution for those who are on waiting lists and want to be involved by committing their
own time and resources in a solution for their loved one. Without something like LIGHTS, individuals like Graham
would have very limited living options.
None of this is easy. It’s hard to let go. It’s very hard for me to trust that Graham will be safe and taken care of.
It takes time. But, I will rest easier knowing that Graham will have an independent, fulfilling and supported life
after I am gone. Our partnership with LIGHTS is changing our lives.

Connecting Families
In April a brand new section on ConnectABILITY.ca
was launched to help families connect better
and have access to information when they need it.
Pages taken from “Donor Dollars in Action” Fall, 2012
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Investing in FUTURES
Through the support of the LIGHTS Advisory Board and its Fundraising
Committee, new partnerships are being forged each day.
A parent recently said, “ Your donations gave my son the opportunity to live on
his own, independently, in his home, with support. There is no price tag on
that. The gift of a life of one’s own is priceless.”
We couldn’t have said it any better. Thank you to all who have chosen to take
the LIGHTS journey with us.
Trailblazer $1,000,000 + Robert and Mary Pat Armstrong
Home Sponsor $250,000 - $499,000 The Harold E. Ballard Foundation
Individual Sponsor $50,000 - $99,999 Bank of Montreal, CIBC, Harry E.
Foster Foundation, W. Robert and Gail Farquharson, Roger Greenberg, RBC
Foundation, TD Bank

LIGHTS Advisory Board
Chair
Mary Pat Armstrong
Patsy Anderson
Doug Biggar
Ian Brown
John Clark
Henry Eaton
Chris Lang
Tom MacMillan
Garry Pruden
David Stewart
Daniel Sullivan

Foundation Builder $25,000 - $49,999 Jamie and Patsy Anderson,
CIBC Melon, Tom and Catharina MacMillan, The McLean Foundation, Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation,
Minto Foundation Inc., Scotiabank, The Ward Family Foundation
Dream Builder $10,000 - $24,999 Judy and Doug Biggar, Susan and Thomas d’Aquino, Peter Goring, David
Knight, Chris and Joanne Lang, Carole June McLean, Roger and Maureen Parkinson, Richard Stoneman, Torys LLP
Inspiration $5,000 - $9,999 Marilyn and Charles Baillie, The Ralph M. Barford Foundation, Rick and Priscilla
Brooks-Hill, Robert Comish, Henry and Victoria Eaton, Jordan and Lynne Elliott Family Foundation, Empire Life,
Bruce and Karen Etherington, David and Judy Galloway, Carol Gray, The Greey Lennox Foundation, Chris and Diane
Keating, Robert W. Korthals, The Million Dollar Roundtable, F.K. Morrow Foundation, Robert Ogilvie, Daniel F.
Sullivan, Robert and Joan Wright
Supporters $1 - $4,999 Peter Anderson Memorial, Ralph M. Barford, Angela Bradley and Louis Thomas,
Donald Brown, Kathleen Bull, Janet Charlton, J.S. Cheng and Partners Inc., Douglas and Ruth Grant, Catherine and
Fredrik Eaton Charitable Foundation, Global Travel Computer Holdings Ltd., Tim Griffin, Brian Healy, The John C.
and Sally Horsfall Eaton Foundation, Griselda Kellie-Smith, Harry Kimpton, Judy Korthals, Alan and Joan Lenczner,
Jill Lubinski, Tom and Dawn Lunan, Frances MacNeil, Seana Massey, Glenda McDonald, Jose Nixon Memorial,
Barbara Payne, Peter Paul Charitable Inc., Garry Pruden, Phil Richmond and Hayley Avruskin, William and
Meredith Saunderson, Susan G. Seller, Robert Sohn, Jan Stewart, Norman Stoneburgh, Kristoffer Romero, Bruce
Rivers, Cari Whyne, Derek Woodgate, Betty Jane Wylie, Noah Zon

Filling the Gap
A gift to LIGHTS will help provide funding for those in need and seeking a home of their own.
Visit our website at www.LIGHTS.to give today!
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